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EXPLORING THE RIVER

B.y Elbert Eugene Peck

~TvrI-IEN I WAS a Scout, my troop or-
ganized annual canoe armadas on the
Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers. Upon ap-
proaching rapids or a wide part of the river,
our canoe!s nagivator would stand and survey
the c~arren.t’s flow. Sometimes he directed us
wrong and, lodged against a boulder or on a
gravel bed, we’d have to get out and push
while friends steered clear and jeered as they
swiftly passed by With an island, choosing
the wrong side could mean ending up in a
shallow and murky dead-end fork. Then we’d
have to back-track by paddling upstream.
Our ,goal was to pursue the main current
(especially in races), but my fondest memor-
ies are of the detours from it, whether due to
mishap, short-cutting, misjudgment, pursuit
of adventure, or to just kicking back and
drifting slq.irtless on a sultry summer after-
noon with one bare foot dangling in the water.

From pre-history myths to Mark Twain to
Deliverance, the river journey has been a
metaphor for life. In the Church, we are
wisely counseled to stay in the mainstream to
avoid the shoals and rocks of life. Having to
float helplessly down a cascading river with-
out a padd.le may make a compelling camp-
fire story, but for those who live that
metaphor in real life it is only hell.

What exactly do we mean by "stay in the
mainstream"? To keep the commandments,
certainly, and not to get caught up in fanatic
doctrines or fads which can lead to dysfunc-
tional cults and other endless whirlpools. But
as I contemplate the Mormon, and American,
mainstream--our popular mass culture--I
celebrate those geniuses, iconoclasts, and ec-
centrics who have enriched our religion by
swimming upstream, or, to change the
metaphor, by marching to a different drum-
mer. This mainstream river metaphor for
safety doesn’t account for these individuals;
by eschewing the common path they were
empowered, not disabled. At son-re point all
metaphors fail to approximate reality; and if

we then continue to use them as a model,
their irtjury can surpass their revelation. In
this case, the mainstream metaphor counsels
prudence but does not pretend to account for
individual journeys and shouldn’t be used to
compel conformity.

H.OWEVER, the river itself, not the
journeying on it, has applications for diver-
sity and the mainstream. It is the main cur-
rent which gives the river its identity and
dynamism. The power of the current origin-
ally cut the river’s course, keeps the water
from stagnating, and transports huge quan-
tities of nutrients from the tributaries to.
downstream lands. It is the current that
maintains the tried-and-true route which
serves most water, keeping it open for future
flows, moving huge boulders along its
course. These same positive attributes apply
to the main currents in religious traditions.

But on the banks exciting things also hap-
pen. There, intercourse with the world occurs
and life flourishes. In the trees and sedges, in
the reeds and soggy meadows, in the thickly
leaved brakes laced with fretty chervil, egrets
stalk salamanders, deer eat tender leaves,
muskrats burrow into the mud, fish spasm,
and bugs lasciviously breed. There, in the
slow-moving side-eddy, the river nurtures life
and in turn is nurtured by it. The nutrients
deposited downstream come from these up-
stream shores and streamlets.

If we modeled the Church solely on keep-
ing Saints in the mainstream, we would have
an organization that eschews comme~-ce with
the outside world, and the individuals on its
margins would be suspect. Its richness
would be reduced. Taken to the extreme,
overemphasizing the mainstream results in a
concrete: canal which efficiently hurries the
particulate-free water along a route that cuts
indiscriminately across the landscape, not
losing one drop along its way. The destina-
tion is a]l; there is no life along an irrigation

canal, and the rich, layered journey of a river
is traded for a ’ ’        ~sterile, single end.

Fortunately, great religions are more like
great rivers. They sustain multiple ecosys-
tems, giving life to whatever comes to it. In a
river, the distinction between mainstream
and side-water is a matter of degree and is
temporary. What was slow-moving water is
now, with the bend of the river, rapid cur-
rent. We all flow in and out of the
mainstream church, sometimes within
minutes. In a gospel doctrine class the most
mainstream Saints sometimes express the
wackiest beliefs. But their next comment is
back in the center of Mormon thought.
When members easily flow between the
mainstream and the margins, the Church is
enriched and so is the individual.

Almost all rivers have a mainstream--a
discernable current in which most water
travels. Florida’s Everglades are an exception.
It appears to be a swampy forest, but it is
really an incredibly wide, sluggish, shallow
river that sustains diverse flora and fauna.
The Everglades could be a metaphor for the
Unitarian Church; Mormonism is definitely a
river with a strong and deep mainstream. I
have heard President Hinckley tell members
to "stay in the center of the Church." That is
not always easy to do. Rivers twist and turn,
and the water’s momentum often runs it to
the sandy shore. In the absolute, that would
overrule personal integrity. I know individu-
als who laboriously revise their opinions and
beliefs to every nuanced shift of the Brethren
so as to keep in the mainstream. Since all
Saints are marginal in some ways, a more
practicable approach would be to see that the
majority--the mainstream--of one’s life co-
incides with the mainstream of the Church,
especially with its core beliefs and practices.
But even that is not possible for everyone.

For those who live more on the margin
(but still in our river), it would be nice if the
mainstream Church affirmed that they are a
contributing part of the LDS river. Similarly,
those on the margins need to realize that the
mainstream creates the river and determines
its course. Each needs to celebrate their inter-
connectedness.

Perhaps I have strained this metaphor, but
such thinking is fun, and I have gained an
amateur appreciation for river ecology and for
our collective religious life. If Jesus had grown
up in Paw Paw, Virginia, or Hannibal,
Missouri, he might have said, "The Kingdom
of Heaven is like unto a river .... "       ~ ....

1. The introduction to Donald VVorster’s Rivers o(
Empire (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985) introduced m~
to the ecology.- and life of rivers and to their social
implications.
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